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Dr. B. Gopala Reddi: We have 

definitely asked the producers to 
show it to us before they release 
it to the world: not only to India, 
but to outside countries also. 

Shri Fatehsinhraa Gaekwad: May I 
know the grounds on which a film 
can be banned after the script has 
been approved by the Government? 

Mr. Speaker: That must be con-
tained in some literature avallable 
to the Members. 

Dr. B. Gapa'a Reddi: The script 
might be approved. It does not mean 
that it has passed through the cen-
sors. There are so many thing which 
have to be approved by the censors. 

Mr. Speaker: He wants to know 
the grounds on which the film can be 
banned. 

Dr. B. Gopala Reddi: It is not 
factual. It is outside the realm of 
facts. It might be some glorification 
of Godse perhaps. All these things 
have to be scrutinised. 
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Shri Bhagwat J1la Azad: To what 
particular Use and by when this 
station is likely to go into commis-
sion, could We have any idea? 

Shri Jawaharlal Nehru: It is • 
civil station for production of power. 
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Shri Dhapat Jha Azad: I want 
to know by what time it will be 
commissioned? 

Shri .JawaharIaI Nehru: This will 
take four to five years. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: What will be 
the total installed capacity of this 
station and may I know whether any 
foreign assistance would be taken 
for putting this into commission? 

Shrl .JawaharIaI Nehru: can't 
precisely answer that question. It 
may be that we shall take foreign 
assistance. I am told that 200 mega-
watts would be the capacity. 

Shri Barish Chandra Mathur: 
understand that preliminary surveys 
have already been undertaken. May 
I know whether there is any phased 
programme for construction, what is 
that phased programme and how it 
has been formulated? 

Shri .Jawabar'al Nehru: Construc-
tion of this or other stations? 

Shri Barish Chandra Mathur: For 
this power plant in Rajasthan. Pre-
liminary survey has already been 
undertakeIL I understand Rs. 3t 
lakhs have been sanctioned in this 
year's budget That is being spent. I 
want to know if a phased programme 
has been drawn up for the setting 
up of this power plant and what is 
the phased programme. 

Shri .JawaharIal Nehru: I suppose 
some phased programme must be 
there, but now, the next step is in 
regard to foreign assistance in erect-
ing this station, technical as well as 
financial. Once that is settled, then, 
We can go ahead with it. 

Shri Narendra Singh Mahlda: May 
I know whether the nuclear power 
station is cheaper than a thermal 
power station? 

Shri .Jawaharlal Nehru: It depends; 
in some places, it is cheaper; chiefly, 
in Rajasthan, it is likely to be econo-
mical and cheaper, because it is far 
from a coal bearing area, and coal 
transport costs a lot 

Shrl Warior: May I know whether 
it is the intention of Government to 
establish this power station along 
with the other power station in 
Gujarat or near Gujarat, that is to 
say, simultaneously with the other 
power station? 

Shrl .JawaharIaI Nehru: The first 
station that we are putting up is :>.t 
Tarapore in Maharashtra near the 
Gujarat area. This one is the second 
station. The third station is envisag-
ed in the south somewhere. 
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Shrlmatl Lakshmi Menon: Rs. 32 
crores. 

Shrl Barl Vishnu Kamath: In the 
course of the last session, the Prime 
Minister stated, and rightly so, that 
India would use atomic energy for 
peaceful purposes only. Now that 
India is unfortunately at war with " 
country, which, according to press 
reports, is fast emerging as a nuclelr 
Power, is there any programme Jr 
proposal before Government fJ 
divert atomic energy now or in the 
near future for the manufacture of 
nuclear weapons? 

Mr. Speaker: From this power 
station? 

Shrl Barl Vishnu Kamath: Yes ... 

Mr. Speaker: That is a general ",1' 

broad matter of policy. That cannot 
be discussed now. 

Shrl Barl Vishnu Kamath: Is it. 
Sir? . 

Mr. Speaker: This particular ques-
tion relates to the power station that 
would be ready after four Or fi ve 
years. 

Shrl Ban Vishnu Kamath: .M7' 
question is intimately linked up wit'" 
that. 

Mr. Speaker: The whole policy 
cannot be enunciated now. 
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Shrt RadhelaI Vyas: May I know 
whether besides Rajasthan, U.P. and 
Delhi, Madhya Pradesh will also be 
benefited by the power generated in 
this station? 

Shrl .1awaharial Nehru: We pro-
duce electric power, and that can be 
taken anywhere. 
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The Deputy Minister in the Minis-
try of Labour and Employment and 
for Planning (Shri C. R. Pattabhl 
Raman): (a) No, Sir. 

(b) Does not arise. 
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8hri Bhagwat .1ha Azad: May 
know whether contrary to the desire 
Of the Planning Commission that 
these State Planning Boards should 
meet more frequently and decide the 
planning issues, they meet very rare-
ly, possibly once or twice in a year 
only? 

8hri Nanda: I do not agree that 
there are only rare issues coming up 
before the State bodies. The ~s 

also have to deal with the question 
of their resources, their future pro-
grammes of development, long-term 
plans, and the reorientation which 
is now coming up. I think that the 
existence of some machinery of this 
type is going to be very useful to the 
States. 

Shri Venkatasubbalah: May 
know whether some of the State 
Governments have expressed their 
reluctance to form these State Plan-
ning Boards, and if so, whether the 
reactions of the States have been 
communicated to the Central Govern-
ment? 

Shri Nanda: We are in touch with 
the State Governments. There is no 
rigidity about it. There is a purpose 
in view, and how they carry it out 
depends upon them. They can change 
the set-up in the manner that they 
desire. Only the object is to be 
carried out. 

Extension of Indian Laws to Former 
portuguese Colonies 

+ r Shri P. Kunhan: 
0138. ! Shri A. K. Gopalan: 

Shrl Umanath: 




